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VISITING SANTA!
By: Lolita Dutta, Asso. Director, HOD, School of Communication, UID.
10km from a town called Rovaniemi, in Lapland,
Finland, lies a small village through which passes
the Arctic circle. Here situated on this circle lies
the home of Santa Claus !
It is always interesting to see how in our minds,
ﬁction can become facts. This ﬁctional person
sits under a beautifully decorated Christmas
tree and greets everyone with joy and goodwill.
The children are wide eyed and even for me as
an adult, just seeing the way the whole village
was designed with loving attention to details
left me enthralled. Yes, it was Santa.

Christmas House in Santa Claus Village in
Rovaniemi in Finland
(https://santaclausvillage.info/photosvideos/photos/christmas-house-santa-clausvillage/)
I was on a short trip for the Cumulus conference
and the organizers had very thoughtfully
organised the trip to the Santa Claus village. It
was a cold crisp day with sparkling blue skies
and ﬁr trees etched against this beautiful
landscape. Clean, clear and windy. Alighting at
the Santa village, I saw a quaint hut-like
building, which said 'post ofﬁce'. It is here that
over 30,000 children write to Santa every day.
Some of the letters are on display- “Santa, make
my mother's cancer go away.” or, “I want a
green cap with red cherries”; poignant, simple
and imaginative innocent thoughts, all
addressed to Santa Claus.

As you move towards another hut which
proclaims itself to be “Santa's ofﬁce”, you ﬁnd
yourself standing on the Arctic circle. For me
this was a feeling I cannot explain in words. In
this wide beautiful world, here I was standing at
an epic stand point. There is a sign post here
which tells us how far each country is from the
Arctic Circle. It's approximately 5550 kilometres
to India! Being a designer and a traveller, I can
sometimes only marvel at the wonders of the
world.
Santa Claus sits under a beautifully decorated
tree, twinkling lights, all the décor done in red
and green, smiling benignly and waves to all. He
asks me where I am from and does “ Namaste”
when he learns I am from India. The village is
quaint, reindeer grazing at a distance and a
sleigh lies parked, as this is summer! The elves
are away, Christmas is some months to go, but
here in this remote corner of Lapland, I could still
feel the Christmas energy, the goodwill and
happiness.
Yes, it's Christmas, and in our hearts we all think
Santa is on his way. This year may be tough, but
we can most certainly wish for peace and better
times. This was an unforgettable place; steeped
as much in fact and as in legend.
So in the spirit of Christmas I hum…
you better watch out, you better not cry….
Santa claus is coming to town!”
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THE STABLE-TENSILE INQUISITION
By: Sakina Mandviwala, M.Des, Sem 01, Interior & Experience Design, UID.
As part of the Interior Technology module,
under the guidance of Prof. Kishori Dalwadi, the
PG students in Interior and Experience Design
Sem 01, explored different types of joinery to
create prototypes which achieved the concepts
of stability and tensegrity.

For the ﬁrst 3 prototypes, a list of materials
along with dimensions was provided. It included
4 pieces of cardboard measuring 300 cm 150
cm and 2 pieces of 300 cm 300 cm. Different
permutations and combinations of the types of
pieces could be used to create 3 different
prototypes – 3 pieces, 5 pieces and the last one
including all 6 pieces.

3 Piece Prototype:
Components – 1 300 cm by 300 cm
2 300 cm by 150 cm
Property – Stable
Joinery – Intersecting Slit Joinery
4 Piece Prototype:
Components – 30 cm Barbecue Sticks, Crochet Threads & Fevicol
Property – Tensegrity

5 Piece Prototype:
Components – 1 300 cm by 300 cm
4 300 cm by 150 cm
Property – Stable
Joinery – Intersecting Slit Joinery at angle of 30˚

6 Piece Prototype:
Components – 2 300 cm by 300 cm
4 300 cm by 150 cm
Property – Stable
Joinery – Dowels of 2.5 cm placed at equal distance, threads holding the
curved cardboard pieces together
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At the beginning of the module, the basic
joineries were explained through pictures and
videos but after working with them, hands-on,
using different methods to join the cuts of
cardboard, the process, understanding the way
materials work, the different number of
prototypes it takes to get exactly what is
envisioned takes a lot of patience. There were so
many ideas drawn on paper which looked like
they would work; but when actually executed
turned out to be a miss.
Putting the knowledge to practice in real life, the
experience required to understand the details,
precision, clarity of thought and various
permutations and combinations of the right
method to join the same material in various
ways to get different types of prototypes were
the major challenges.

Fun anecdote about the 5-piece model
showcased – the initial intention was to hold it
horizontally with the 4 planks kept perfectly
straight. However, while trying to balance
various things in hand, the model fell, landed
vertically and surprisingly did not fall, break or
lose balance. The 4 planks were at different
angles and that's when it clicked that it works
better vertically. Sometimes it really does take a
fall to stand up straight again!
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MASTERCLASS WITH DR. PATSY PERRY
By: Diva Malkani, B.Des Fashion Design Semester V, School of Fashion Design, UID.
The School of Fashion Design organized an
online Masterclass with Dr. Patsy Perry, a reader
in Fashion Marketing at the Manchester
Metropolitan University, on 25th November
2020, for all students.
Dr Perry holds the responsibility of teaching and
research, having worked previously at the
University of Manchester and Heriot Watt
University. She completed her PhD in the
management of Corporate Social Responsibility
in global fashion supply chains and has
published her research in sustainable fashion
and luxury marketing in academic journals and
textbooks.
The topic of the Masterclass was Corporate
Social Responsibility and Sustainability in
Fashion. Dr Perry talked us through how the
fashion industry is one of the largest growing
industries and global employer but at the same
time the most irresponsible in the use of
resources which accounts for the major part of
water and energy consumption. Fashion supply
chains are so widely located geographically that
it causes so much wastage of resources. Fast
Fashion is one of the main concerns today
causing landﬁlls to ﬁll up as these brands are
selling fashion as a disposable commodity.

She also spoke about the exploitation in
Bangladesh and UK caused due to the Covid 19
Pandemic and how the garment workers and
suppliers were not being paid causing factories
to shut down which made it detrimental to the
people.
The main aim of Corporate Social Responsibility
is to ensure ethical behaviour of a company
towards society, to improve the quality of life of
the workers and to create a balance between
proﬁts, people and the planet. She then touched
upon the topic of sustainability and how it is
important to maximise positive and minimise
negative environmental, social and economical
impact along the value supply chain. The
circular fashion economy – design, reuse, resell,
redesign, repair, rent and recycle is one of the
ways to ﬁnd a balance between environmental
and social responsibility. Dr. Perry told us how
people are changing the paradigm of make, take
and waste and are normalising second hand
clothing these days as well as using fashion
digitally.
The session gave us a global perspective on the
entire fashion industry and was extremely
insightful. After looking at the way the resources
are being used, we will deﬁnitely become more
conscious and implement social responsibility.

Poster for the event. Image Courtsey: Pritam Saha, Assistant
Professor, School of Fashion Design, UID.
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Screenshot from the presentation. Image Courtsey: Diva Malkani.

Screenshot from the presentation. Image Courtsey: Diva Malkani.

Screenshot from the presentation. Image Courtsey: Diva Malkani.
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TCS_ALIAS MASTERCLASS
By: Abhineet Kaushik, Assistant Professor, Automobile and Transportation Design, UID.
From 09-13 November 2020, Tata Consultancy
Services offered a masterclass on Autodesk
Alias Autostudio. The masterclass provided an
opportunity at engaging with 3D modelling and
exposed the participants to new tools and
commands. While we had been working with
this software for a while now, the masterclass
provided valuable insights to industry standards
and various functional aspects. It helped us
enhance our learning outcomes for the
forthcoming courses and modules.
The course was taught by industry leaders. They
brought with them the industry experience. This
gave us insights to the current trends of the
automotive 3D modelling sector. Exposure to
these techniques and software at this stage of
our learning was extremely exhilarating and
insightful.
The master class offered by the Tata
consultancy Services gave us a different outlook
upon the software that we had already been
utilizing and working upon.

We received certain valuable insights quite
relevant to the industry standards and
functionality aspects, which will enable us to
enhance our learning outcome in our coming
courses and modules pertaining to the same
software. For example, we received technical
knowledge about surfaces and their practical
manufacturability.
The masterclass had the presence of a diverse
set of students from different institutions. This
helped us to learn and engage with different skill
sets that all of us came with. It also gave us an
idea of our skill levels and how we could
improve them. The overall experience provided
to us by the masterclass was amazing, as we
were taught way more than what we had
expected prior to the masterclass.
We had a fantastic and engaging time. The
learning from the masterclass will hold us in
good stead as we go through the rest of
our course.

The following students were shortlisted for the Masterclass: Anirudh Chopra- “The masterclass allowed me to learn new tools and commands within the
software”.
Nilay Sawant- “The masterclass helped boost my digital sculpting skills”.
Ritvik Mehta- “The masterclass has really beneﬁted my understanding of Alias”.
Sairaj Panchal- “I got to learn certain basic thumb rules which I wasn't aware of before”.
Dhananjay Singh- “It was great to be able to learn about the workﬂow in the industry”.

Bosch Screwdriver
-Anirudh Chopra

Ford Explorer
-Nilay Sawant

Hovering Bike Concept
-Sairaj Panchal

Lamborghini Sian
-Dhananjay Singh

Lotus Evija
-Ritvik Mehta
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DO WHAT YOU LOVE, LOVE WHAT YOU DO
By: Sejal Parmar, B.Des Lifestyle Accessory Design Semester III, UID.
During the module of perspective drawing, I explored many things. The learning was about
perspective; therefore, for this I chose footwear which is the most essential accessory in our daily
lives. In this perspective drawing was carried with the rendering of the drawing. The main outcome
of this activity was to learn the perspective in every aspect in one point, two point and three points. I
worked intensively for it for a couple of days and the outcomes were mesmerizing for me! I really
enjoyed this module thoroughly.

Illustration and Image Courtsey: Sejal Parmar.
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AERIAL DANCE
By: Vanshika Devani, B.Des Lifestyle Accessory Design Semester V, UID.
I'm the kind of person who prefers to be in the air if I can. Be it through gymnastics, dancing on silks,
on monkey bars or pull-up bars, I'm happier when I feel like I'm ﬂying. I've only just started learning
aerial art with @aerialartsin but it's one of the best things I could have tried. And since I know I've only
just started and am not perfect, I'm practicing and learning more as much as I can. It can be tricky,
confusing and deﬁnitely painful at times, but the end result is really worth it. Because it really is an
amazing feeling to feel alive in the air.

Aerial dance performance by Vanshika Devani; Image credits- Vanshika Devani
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MASTERCLASS: FUTURE OF FASHION
By: Bhumika Agarwal, B.Des Fashion Design Semester V, School of Fashion Design, UID.
The School of Fashion Design organized an
online Masterclass, for all students, with Ms. Kat
Scott on 2nd December 2020.
Ms. Kat scott is a senior lecturer in the BA
Fashion course at Manchester Fashion Institute.
She studied Textile Design at Edinburgh
University and has worked for various
international companies with a focus on
sustainable design and practices.
Scott spoke of the perils of buying fast fashion
goods and its effect on lower wages and
inequality amongst the workforce especially in
developing countries. She talked about how the
future of fashion will be,by covering some topics
like:
1. Garment companies need to restructure/
rethink, focus on purpose, sustainability and
equity.

New technologies in fashion’s future hinges on
digital tools that combine the physical and
digital resources while adapting to customer
needs, including 3D design, on-demand
manufacturing and video shopping.
As one solution to garment waste and
overconsumption, innovative designers are
sourcing deadstock and unwanted materials to
transform them into their own collections –
literally bringing deadstock back to life as
something new and wearable. Preventing
overproduction helps to achieve sustainability
goals mentioned above and save ﬁnancial
investments.
Through this insightful session, Ms. Kat scott
urged us to be aware of the future of fashion in
different ways by giving us a perspective as
consumers too – to buy from sustainable brands
and not from fast fashion retailers.

2. Opportunities come from disruption through
the ability to imprint on brand transparency ‘Digital Democracy’.
3. New technologies in Fashion that are helping
us become sustainable in future.
4. Sustainability – Recycling- deadstock
designers/ process over production/ DIY in time
of crises.
So, Ms. Kat scott talked about a future built on
purpose, sustainability and equity by
abondoning the belief that all change is good
and that all that matters in the next quarter.
It means recognising that growth that comes at
expense of soicety will end up costing that
society in the end.
Disruption comes from globle interruption like
the Covid 19 lockdown. For young people it is
over turning fashion hierarcjies- it became an
opportunity to imprint their own brand. ‘Digital
Democracy’ - brand which moves with the
youth that are reactionary and engage with
public will be the ones leading the way. Others
will be left behind.

Poster for the event. Picture Courtsey- Pritam
Saha, Assistant Professor, School of Fashion
Design, UID.
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Screenshot from the presentation. Picture Courtsey- Bhumika Agarwal.
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STUDENT ENGAGEMENT AND ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES FOR AN ONLINE LEARNING
ECOSYSTEM
By: Hariesh K. Sankaran, Associate Director, School of Interior & Furniture Design, UID.
The following piece is an abstract of a ﬁnal
paper presented at the 3rd International
Conference on the Future of Education 2020
hosted online by The International Institute of
Knowledge Management under the sub-theme
'Assessment Practices' on 29th & 30th of
October 2020.
Abstract:
Keywords: Intelligent Learning Tools, Online
Assessment, Progressive Design Education,
Self- directed Learning, Self-Evaluation, Student
Engagement
Themes: Educational Practice: Assessment
Practices
Online education has become the new norm in
the world after Covid-19. Educational
institutions worldwide have taken to online
delivery of their subject content. Teaching
remotely is still a relatively novel concept and it
takes time to adapt for those who have never
done it before. The story is not so different with
the student community that is accustomed to
traditional forms of learning methods, vis a vis in
a classroom or studio. Design is a domain learnt
by practice in a studio. Design tutors are not
carriers of knowledge but practitioners of an art
that involves an established creative process.
The method of feedback to design students
with respect to a project is individual and
speciﬁc rather than collective and generic. This
new format requires students to be motivated
and to engage in self-directed learning which
poses challenges for students with lack of focus
and motivation, especially with reduced tutor
contact hours. Technology has been a part of
pedagogy in the new millennium within
limitations.

The role of technology in design pedagogy is
quickly transforming from being a tool to being
a participant in the process. With such drastic
changes in the ecosystem, an immediate look at
the design of curriculum, methods of delivery,
framework for learners and educators and a
participative assessment format, by both
learner and educator, needs to evolve with an
emphasis on practice-based education and
learning by doing. This paper initiates a
discussion and formation of frameworks for a
new norm in virtual teaching and learning
systems in design; focusing speciﬁcally on the
students' learning patterns and assessment
strategies.
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MASTERCLASS WITH SAUMYA AYMUAS
By: Prisha Sehgal, Sem-3, B.Des, Interior Design, UID.

What is design at scale? How is it done? And
why should it interest a designer? A fascinating
session with the creative head of OYOxDesign
gave us an insight into this expansive subject
and taught us its signiﬁcance. As Ms. Saumya
Ayumas discussed- designing at scale is a
singular design concept but its application is
multifaceted and is on a very broad spectrum.
For example- in retail chain stores like IKEA and
fast-food chains like McDonalds, this concept is
implemented very successfully.
Designing at scale includes quintessential
curation of materials and products that
distinguish the company's design by adhering
to its brand. Among the projects OYOxDesign
had undertaken, Ms. Saumya talked about her
experience right from their ﬁrst project to how
they have grown over the years establishing
their foothold in the design industry. She ﬁrmly
believes in taking design inspiration from ongoing fashion styles, including-different shape,
colours, textures, etc. She also believes that any
design should be sensitive to the culture,
context of the particular place and should tell a
story.
One of the projects that she spoke about was
their ﬁrst residential space in Goa, which was
designed keeping in mind the owner's
personality as the key concept.Several elements
(viz a mirror work mural - made by cutting
mirrors to resemble a skyline) were added that
reﬂected the owner's taste. One of the ideas
that she took from this design project was a
reading corner, which she scaled in the other
residential projects as well.

One very interesting example of how she infuses
the use of daily products in an interior space
that she shared with us was - a TV unit made out
of a collection of music cassettes of the client,
who wanted to keep them as a token of memory
in her residence.
We had a similar experience in our course work
for 'Theory of Interior Design', where we were
asked to analyse the personality of our client,
based on which we developed a concept for
design. Ms. Saumya too follows the same school
of thought, where she believes in understanding
the psychology of the client and translating that
into the space accordingly. For her, the strategic
tools for design are - thought process, research,
R&D, logistics, supply chain, operations and
ﬁnally, the execution.
Ms. Saumya adherently believes in
sustainability; hence she prefers to use locally
available materials, repurposing the old to make
new, utilizing the budget effectively, anything
that can help in decreasing our carbon footprint.
Having a good knowledge of materials, their
applications and uses is an integral part of any
design. She discussed with us how her focus on
the time and budget management reﬂect in the
ﬁnal design outcome.
She ended the session by the quote:
"This is the age for design. The world needs
creative thinkers and problem solvers."”
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